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portray the lives of the literary works examined portray the lives of people from a wide range of social classes
living in different ... caribbean short fiction: a bibliography - although the present bibliography seeksto list
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examinations - (viii) respond to west indian and other literature in english (novels, short stories, poems and
plays): recognise elements of the writer’s craft; respond to writers’ evocation of feelings, moods, atmosphere;
making critical appraisal of values and concepts expressed in reflections of the caribbean in children’s
picture books - fall 2011 47 promising practices thematic trends in caribbean children’s picture books one
central theme in the available books found in our search was the tran- short answer questions about the
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dissertation ... - many of the stories. implications for young readers include the possibility of the experiences
they have while reading this literature being transformational, as posited by transactional theory. postcolonial
literary theory and multicultural theory help us to discern what in jamaican picturebooks might help young
readers to 1) achieve a sense of . iv national identity, 2) gain knowledge of and ...
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